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1947; Wright 1949) and (Cockerham 1969) . In genome-wide association stud-51 ies (GWAS), population differentiation is predominantly viewed as a confounder (Astle and 52
Balding 2009) that can lead to spurious associations (Lander and Schork 1994; Deng 2001; 53 Marchini et al. 2004 ; Liu et al. 2011 ). To address this problem a variety of methods have been 54
proposed (Price et al. 2010 ). However, rather than a confounder, population stratification can act 55 as an effect-modifier, leading to heterogeneity in the genetic architecture of traits. 56
The evolutionary dynamics involved in the processes that lead to population structure can 57 result in subpopulations with heterogeneity in allele frequencies and linkage disequilibrium (LD) 58 4 Caucasians and that results reported from these studies do not always replicate in other popula-66 tions, which may indicate differences in genetic architectures between ethnic groups (Greene et 67 al. 2009a ; Kraft et al. 2009; Ng et al. 2014) . 68
Several studies have demonstrated (or alluded to) effect heterogeneity between ethnic groups 69 (Ntzani et al. 2012; de Candia et al. 2013; Li and Keating 2014; Brown et al. 2016 ). Most of the-70 se studies measured effect heterogeneity by estimating the average correlation of marker effects 71 between two or more ethnically diverse groups. 72
One may attempt to estimate effect correlations by quantifying the average correlation of es-73 timated effects from GWAS conducted in different ethnic groups. However, estimation errors 74 make the simple correlation of estimates of effects a seriously biased (towards zero) estimate of 75 the correlation of (true) effects (see Appendix C for a simple demonstration of this). To over-76 come this problem, several studies have used multivariate Gaussian random regression models. 77
Such methods have been considered in both animal and plant breeding (Wei and Werf 1994;  2012). Another approach estimates the correlation of effects using an extension of the LD-score 81 regression (Brown et al. 2016) . 82
The methods above described provide whole-genome summaries such as SNP-heritability 83 and average correlation of effects. However, they don't shed light on how effect heterogeneity 84 may vary across regions of the genome or between SNP sets. Moreover, the random regression 85 methods commonly used to estimate the average correlation of effects make the Gaussian as-86 sumption; therefore, they cannot be used with priors that induce differential shrinkage of esti-87 mates (e.g., double-exponential (Park and Casella 2008) or a combination of shrinkage and vari-88 5 able selection (e.g. spike slab, Ishwaran and Rao 2005) ) . To overcome this limitation, we con-89 sider modeling effect heterogeneity using a Bayesian random-effect interaction model that de-90 composes SNP effects into main and interaction components. Unlike previously used methods, 91 the proposed approach can be applied with both shrinkage and variable selection priors and of-92 fers both whole-genome and SNP-specific measures of effect heterogeneity. In addition to esti-93 mating average correlation of effects, the proposed method can also estimate the proportion of 94 non-zero effects in the considered SNP set; we will consider both measures when quantifying 95 effect heterogeneity. 96
Using simulations, we demonstrate that the proposed method yields nearly unbiased esti-97 mates when sample size (݊) is not too small relative to the number of markers ‫)(‬ used. Subse-98 quently, using data from the multi-ethnic Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study, we 99 applied the proposed method to conduct joint analyses of individuals of European and African 100 ancestry [hereinafter referred to as European-Americans (EAs) and African-Americans (AAs), 101 respectively] for traits with varying genetic architectures. These subpopulations have important 102 differences in allele frequencies, LD decay (Shifman 2003 ) and cultural and socio-economic fac-103 tors that are linked to environmental exposures. 104
Our results show that for the four traits there is a large extent of effect heterogeneity with av-105 erage correlations of effects well below one. However, the extent of effect heterogeneity between 106
EAs and AAs also varies between traits (the correlation of effects was highest for height and 107 lower for lipid traits). Moreover, we show that for HDL, LDL and serum urate there is great deal 108 of variability in effect heterogeneity between SNPs with many SNPs showing almost no effect 109 heterogeneity and others exhibiting substantial effect differences between AAs and EAs. 
Marker effects in groups 1 and 2 are defined by the sum of the main and group-specific 125 terms, that is, In the Gaussian setting we assign independent Normal priors with null mean and with dif-133 ferent variances for the main and interaction effects, that is 134 with set-specific variances and proportions of non-zero effects, that is 139
represents the proportion of non-null effects. These parameters control the extent of shrinkage and variable selection and how the architecture 146 of effects may vary between groups. In our implementation, we treat them as unknown and 147 therefore assign prior distributions to them. For variance parameters, the conjugate prior is the 148 scaled-inverse chi-squared. However, this prior can have some influence on inference. Therefore, 149 instead we use a prior for variance parameters that is a transformation of the beta distribution 150 
Genomic variance, genomic heritability and the average correlation of effects were estimated 161 using the methods described by Lehermeier et al. (2017) . Briefly, at each iteration of an MCMC 162 algorithm, we used the samples of the main and interaction effects to form marker effects, 163
(here, s=1,…,N is an index for the N samples 164 collected). A sample from the posterior distribution of the correlation of effects was obtained 165
represents Pearson's product moment correlation. 166
Likewise, at each iteration genomic values can be obtained from
. Therefore, a sample for the posterior distribution of the genomic variances for each 168 group was computed as
. Finally, samples from the posterior distri-170 bution of genomic heritability were obtained using the following: We retained SNPs that had minor allele frequency higher than 1% in at least one of the two eth-186 nic groups (SNPs that are monomorphic in only one of the two groups are clearly heterogene-187 ous), had higher than 95% calling rate, and were mapped to one of the 23 human chromosomes. 188
After QC, we retained 828,822 SNPs. Individuals with a 5% missing rate in their genotypes were 189 removed. Individuals were classified as EA or AA based on self-reported ethnicity. We con-190 firmed this assignment by deriving principal components from the genomic relationship matrix 191 ( Figure S1 ). Subsequently we computed genomic relationships within each ethnic group and re-192 moved those that had within-group genomic relationships higher than 0.075; this ensured that we 193 only retained distantly related individuals. After standardization to an average diagonal value of 194 We simulated phenotypes using genotype data from the ARIC study from 6,627 EAs and 1,601 200
AAs. Phenotypes were simulated under an additive genetic model with a heritability of 0.5 for 201 both groups. We considered scenarios with the number of markers (݊) varying from 100 to 202 10,000 and the true correlations of effects between groups varying from 0.2 to 0.8. In a first sim-203 ulation setting we assumed that all the markers had effects on both groups. In a second setting, 204
we assumed that 50% of the loci had effects on both groups, 20% had effects on EAs but not on 205
AAs, 20% had effects on AAs but not on EAs and 10% had no effects on either group (non-206 causal variants). Further details of the simulation are given in Appendix B. 207 208
Analyses of Four Complex Human Traits 209
For our real-data analyses we considered four complex phenotypes: human height (cm), HDL 210 (mmol/L) and LDL (mmol/L) cholesterol and serum urate (mg/dL). Individuals with height < 211 147 cm, LDL > 10 mmol/L and serum urate > 15 mg/dL were removed. We did not identify 212 clear outliers for HDL. Transformation of the traits was not considered necessary ( Figure S2 ). 213
Phenotypes were pre-corrected for ethnicity, age and sex. 214
Models were fitted to subsets of SNPs selected based on single-marker regression (GWAS) 215 p-values derived from data that did not include ARIC. For height, GWAS p-values were derived 216 from the full release of the UK Biobank. For HDL and LDL p-values were from the Global pids Genetics Consortium (GLGC) computed after excluding data from ARIC. Finally, for serum 218 11 urate, p-values were from the Global Urate Genetics Consortium (GUGC), also derived without 219 using data from ARIC. The simple ranking of markers based on association p-values would lead 220 to sets of highly redundant markers, i.e., markers in high LD (see Figure S3 ). To avoid this, we 221 designed a windows-based selection algorithm where a window was defined as a set of consecu-222 tive SNPs that exceeded a given -log 10 (p-value) cutoff (this was done on a per-trait basis). The 223 goal of this method was to avoid oversampling SNPs from genomic regions of high LD. Win-224 dows were made on a per-trait basis at -log 10 (p-value) cutoffs of 2, 2.3, 2.6, 3, 5, and 8 (Table  225 S1). SNPs that cleared a given -log 10 (p-value) cutoff were termed "significant" at that cutoff 226 (See Figure S4) . 227
We fitted the interaction model to each of the four traits and each of the SNP-sets above de-228 scribed. As part of sensitivity analyses, we also fitted the same models to randomly chosen sets 229 of SNPs (of sizes 500, 1,000, 2,500, 5,000, and 10,000 SNPs, respectively). Finally, we also 230 evaluated the estimates obtained within the EA ethnic group label randomly permuted. In both simulation settings, the genomic heritability was estimated with almost no bias using 255 both Gaussian and BayesC priors (see Figures 1 and S5 for the first and second simulation sce-256 narios, respectively). The standard errors were higher for AAs as compared to EAs, which was 257 expected given that the sample size was smaller for AAs. As one would expect, the standard er-258 rors also increased with the number-of-loci/sample-size ratio. Using the BayesC prior, the esti-259 mates of genomic heritability were mildly biased across all values of true effect correlation when 260 the number of QTL was greater than 10,000. There was a mild downward bias when the true cor-261 relation was very low (0.2 or 0.4) and there was a mild upward bias when the true correlation 262 was high (0.8). 263
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FIGURE 1 264
Estimates of effect correlations were also nearly unbiased (see Figures 2 and S6) . However, the 265 standard errors were very large, particularly when the correlations were low. In scenarios involv-266 ing more than 5,000 QTL we observed a small downward-bias. Likewise, we observed a small 267 upward bias for the Gaussian prior when the number of QTL was 100 (Figure 2 and Figure S6 ). 268
The average standard error of the estimated correlation was high with the smallest (100) and the 269 largest (10,000) numbers of QTL and lower for scenarios in between. 270
FIGURE 2 271
Analyses of Four Complex Human Traits 272
Since our simulations revealed that ݊ / ‫‬ ratio of at least 1/3 results in nearly unbiased estimates 273 of genomic heritability, we fit our model to subsets of markers instead of using whole-genome 274 data (see methods for a description of how these subsets were obtained). Figure 3 shows the es-275 timated genomic heritability obtained using the BayesC prior, by trait, ethnicity and the set of 276 SNPs used. (The results obtained with the Gaussian prior are displayed in Figure S7 ). As ex-277 pected, the estimated genomic heritability increased with the number of SNPs used. Interesting-278 ly, this parameter was systematically higher in EAs than in AAs for height and HDL, and the or-279 der was reversed in other traits (LDL and serum urate). However, the credibility intervals be-280 tween both ethnic groups overlapped for all traits except height. The genomic heritability esti-281 mates obtained with the Gaussian prior were similar to the ones found with the BayesC prior (see 282 Figure S7 ) for all traits except serum urate, which yielded larger estimates for AAs than those 283 obtained using the BayesC prior. 284 AAs. However, for LDL (and serum urate to a lesser extent) the decrease in the proportion of 301 non-zero effects was stronger in EAs. Figure S9 displays the proportion of non-zero main and 302 interaction effects. The proportion of non-zero main effects decreased as the number of SNPs 303 increased and the proportion of non-zero interaction terms tended to remain constant (except for 304 the LDL-interactions for EAs). Interestingly, the proportion of non-zero effects dropped very fast 305 with the number of SNPs for HDL, LDL and serum urate, suggesting for these traits that the ef-306 fect architecture may be highly heterogeneous between AAs and EAs. 307 However, the models also render SNP-specific summaries. Figure 6 shows the posterior mean of 311 the correlation of effects between ethnic groups for individual SNPs by trait for the SNP set ob-312 tained using a log 10 (p-value) cutoff of 2. We had no SNP with negative posterior correlation of 313 effect. For height, the posterior correlation of individual-SNP effects ranged from 0.4-0.8. How-314 ever, for HDL, LDL and serum urate, there was more variability among SNPs, with several 315 SNPs having posterior correlation of effects greater than 0.8 and many with posterior correlation 316 of effects smaller than 0.4. 317 A naïve approach for assessing the degree of similarity in the genetic architecture of a trait 341 between two groups would be to simply correlate estimated effects obtained from stratified anal-342 yses (e.g., GWAS conducted within each group). However, errors in estimates of effects make 343 this estimator highly biased towards zero (see Appendix C). Our empirical results verified this 344 (Table S2) : the sample correlation of estimated effects was consistently lower than the one esti-345 mated using variance components (a nearly unbiased estimator from our simulations). Our re-346 sults also showed that the difference between the naïve estimator of the correlation and the one 347 based on variance components increases as more small-variance markers are used in the model. 348 requires using several thousands of SNPs. Thus, the method is not well-suited for studying effect 354 similarity within genomic regions, something that the proposed method can achieve. Also, the 355 LD-score method requires access to good quality external reference panels (especially for non-356
European populations) to construct population LD matrices, assumes normal distribution of 357 marker effects (infinitesimal model) and is not directly applicable to admixed populations (or 358 populations that have long range LD). 359
In this study, we propose to study ethnic differences in the architecture of traits using a ran- be used to infer not only whole-genome features but also regional and SNP-specific features of 371 the trait architecture. 372 Among many parameters, the proposed method yields an estimate of effect correlation. This 373 parameter, should not be confounded with the classical concept of genetic correlation (Reeve 374 1953) . While the former provides a measure of the extent of effect similarity/heterogeneity be-375 tween two groups for the same trait, the latter is defined between two traits for the same individ-376 ual. Moreover, the forces that contribute to the genetic correlation between traits (pleiotropy and 377 18 LD between alleles at causal loci affecting different traits) are different from the forces that may 378 contribute to effect heterogeneity between ethnic groups (e.g., differences in allele frequency and 379 genetic by-environmental interactions). Thus, genetic correlation and correlation of effects be-380 tween ethnically diverse groups should be treated as conceptually different. 381
We evaluated the proposed methodology under two different priors (Gaussian and BayesC) 382 using simulations and applied it to real human data to study the genetic architecture of four traits 383 AAs. For height, the average proportion of variance explained was greater among EAs than 389 among AAs. This is likely due to the fact that the SNPs used for the analysis of height were se-390 lected using GWAS results entirely based on data from Caucasians (UK Biobank); the same 391 trend was not observed for other traits perhaps because there was some mixture in ethnicity in 392 the other GWAS consortia from which markers were chosen (GLGC, GUGC). When we fit simi-393 lar models using randomly chosen markers ( Figure S10 ), we observed that the proportion of var-394 iance explained by randomly selected markers was smaller than that explained by regression on 395 markers selected from GWAS results for both EAs and AAs. This showed that indeed, selection 396 based on GWAS results leads to more informative markers in both populations. 397
Our analyses also revealed important differences in correlation of effects between traits. The 398 estimated correlation of effects ranged from 0.482-0.728, indicating the presence of genetic 399 heterogeneity across all four traits, even for strongly associated markers (Figure 4 ). For height 400 19 the correlation of effects was highest when using SNPs that had the smallest GWAS p-value 401 (likely SNPs with relatively large effect and not very extreme allele frequency), suggesting that 402 the correlation of effects may be lower for SNPs with small effects and those with extreme allele 403 frequencies. 404
Height had higher correlation of effects than serum urate and lipid traits, suggesting that 405 height may have a more similar genetic architecture between EAs and AAs than the other traits 406 (especially than the lipid traits). We also obtained far smaller values of effect correlation with 407 randomly chosen markers than with previously published GWAS. ( Figure S11 ). These results 408 reinforce the idea that QTL have greater similarity of effects between EAs and AAs (lower ge-409 netic heterogeneity), whereas random markers seem to have different effects in different popula-410 tions (greater genetic heterogeneity). 411
Finally, we found differences in the estimated proportion of non-zero effects between EAs 412 and AAs for HDL, LDL, and serum urate but not for height, reinforcing that the genetic architec-413 ture of height may be more similar between EAs and AAs in comparison to the other three traits 414 ( Figure 5 and S9) . The proportion of non-zero effects markedly decreased with the -logP value 415 threshold implying that large-effect QTL have a greater proportion of non-zero effects than 416 small-effect QTL, especially for lipid traits. This trend is largely driven by the proportion of non-417 zero main effects for both ethnic groups (i.e. effects common to both ethnic groups - Figure S9) . 418
Finally, we also observed greater variability in posterior correlation of effects among lipid traits 419 and serum urate in comparison to height ( Figure 6 ). 420
Since we "pruned" our SNP subsets to minimize the influence of LD (see methods), other 421 factors such as epistasis and genetic-by-environmental interaction (G×E) could explain the pres-422 ence of effect heterogeneity for the traits considered in this study. Indeed, if ethnicity correlates 423 20 with lifestyle, diet, income and other factors that may induce (G×E), then SNP effects can be-424 come population-specific. The estimated proportion of non-zero effects for height was in general 425 higher than that of LDL, HDL and serum urate: three traits that are more affected by diet and 426 lifestyle. Likewise, epistasis may be responsible for the vast majority of small additive effects 427 Figure S12 ). 433
In conclusion, we have proposed a versatile methodology based on random-effects interac-434 tions that can apply non-Gaussian priors to marker effects for quantifying the extent of effect 435 heterogeneity between ethnically diverse groups using a combination of variable selection and 436 shrinkage. This proposed approach can yield estimates of SNP-heritability, average correlation 437 of effects, proportion of non-zero effects as well as SNP-specific attributes in genomic regions of 438 interest. Of the traits considered in our study, effect heterogeneity was lower for height than for 439 traits influenced by lifestyle. We postulate that differences in allele frequency and in LD pat-440 terns, together with epistasis and G×E can contribute to effect heterogeneity between AAs and 441
EAs. Further research on interactions between genes and proteins as well as signaling pathways 442 is needed to understand the functional mechanisms underlying effect heterogeneity between eth-443 nic groups for complex human traits and diseases. 
